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Perceptual systems have evolved to provide animals with
accurate information about their environments and their
bodies in real time, allowing them to plan and exe-
cute biologically relevant tasks. Without perception, an
organism would quickly die from starvation, predation, or
injury. In all sensory systems, some type of energy in the
environment—whether from light, heat, or vibrations in
the air—is transduced into neuronal action potentials that
are sent to cortex and other brain areas for processing.
Somewhat surprisingly, the information an organism per-
ceives about its environment does not come just from the
passive registration of sensory input, but from an active
construction based on that input.

In this chapter, we focus on visual perception—the
transformation of light energy to receptor activity to
highly structured perceptions of meaningful objects, rela-
tions, and events—because it is the best understood of
the perceptual systems and the most important for our
species. The chapter is divided into four related subtopics:
First we present an overview of what is known about the
neural basis of vision. Second, we discuss how people
organize visual input into perceptual objects. Third, we
consider how shape representations are constructed. And
fourth, we analyze how people identify or recognize those
objects as instances of known, meaningful categories such
as people, houses, trees, and cars.

Visual perception begins when photons enter the eye,
but it culminates in what may be the greatest remaining
puzzle confronting neuroscience, namely, the conscious
experience of objects and events. Neuroscientists take it
for granted that experience is realized in neural activity,
but how this occurs remains a mystery. It is as if we have
two sides of a bridge: We know a great deal about how

neurons behave, and we know a lot about the structure of
psychological experience. What we lack is a deep under-
standing of how physical and mental events are related.
They even seem to have mutually exclusive properties.
For example, neuronal activity is a physical, publicly
observable phenomenon, whereas the mental events that
arise from that activity are purely private.

Nonetheless, we do know quite a lot. We know that
the information processing that culminates in visual expe-
rience begins as a pattern of local activations among the
approximately one hundred million photoreceptors in each
eye. After initial processing in the retina, image informa-
tion is transduced into the action potentials of ganglion
cells. This permits the transmission of image informa-
tion to other areas of the brain via the optic nerve: a
bundle of about a million ganglion cell axons per eye.
Through some as yet poorly understood neural process-
ing, this information is rapidly transformed into conscious
experiences of three-dimensional objects that have partic-
ular sizes, shapes, motions, surface colors, and locations
within the three-dimensional environment.

None of this information about the properties of envi-
ronmental objects is explicitly present in the retina,
because retinal information is inherently ambiguous. For
example, an individual photoreceptor that responds to red
light will respond equally to a red surface illuminated with
white light and a white surface illuminated with red light.
By itself, this cell cannot specify the surface color, much
less the shape of an environmental object. In an impor-
tant sense, object information has to be ‘inferred’ from
the information available in the retinal image. Here, we
do not mean the same thing that most people generally
mean by ‘inference’, which is based on what is perceived
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and follows it in time. For example, when you go outside
and see that, say, a bench is wet, you may then cognitively
infer that it must have rained. This kind of inference fol-
lows perception in time and is necessarily based on the
prior perception of environmental objects. However, the
great German scientist and mathematician Hermann von
Helmholtz spoke of a different kind of inference that tem-
porally and logically must precede cognitive inference. He
called it ‘unconscious inference’ (Helmholtz, 1867). By
this he meant that our initial perception that the bench
is wet is not cognitively inferred—like the inference that
it must have rained—but perceptually inferred without
conscious deliberation. Rather, we just see it as wet. Our
conscious experience is rich with the conclusions of such
unconscious inferences. Not only do we see the bench
as wet, we see it as having a particular surface color, an
intrinsic size and shape, and perhaps even as being made
of a particular material. None of these perceptions was the
result of a conscious, cognitive decision. We cannot help
but see things as they are presented to us by unconscious
processes that convert patterns of local activations at the
retina into rich, integrated visual experiences of objects
and events in an external physical world.

The unconscious inferences built into the transforma-
tions that convert retinal information into perceptions of
environmental objects must be both accurate and rapid,
so that we can see the world with reasonable accuracy
in real time. The problem is that the image is ambigu-
ous in multiple ways, and this, in turn, means that percep-
tual processes are highly underconstrained by the input. To
overcome this ambiguity, the transformations that convert
retinal information into perceptions of the environment
must be based on many implicit assumptions that con-
strain the mapping between them. Usually, these assump-
tions are valid enough to recover events as they really are,
but sometimes the visual system comes to the wrong con-
clusion, and we see something that we know could not
be the case. One such example is the illusion of seeing
the flashing lights on top of an ambulance move laterally
back and forth. Cognitively, we may know that there is no
lightbulb actually sliding back and forth, but because the
outputs of the informational transformations that produced
this experience are not influenced by cognitive knowledge,
we cannot help but see the lights as moving. Far from being
amusing anomalies, visual illusions offer some of the deep-
est insights into the nature of the processing that creates
visual experience. By examining such “‘mistakes’” we can
often determine what information processing steps occur
in the construction of our experience.

Nonetheless, given that most people obviously do man-
age to identify visually perceived objects as members of

known, functional classes under a wide range of viewing
conditions, how might this result be achieved? There are
many possible models of object recognition, but within
a modern, computational framework, all of them require
four basic components: (1) The relevant characteristics
of the to-be-categorized object must be perceived and
represented within the visual system in an object repre-
sentation . (2) Each known category must be represented
in memory in a category representation that is accessible
to the visual system. (3) There must be comparison pro-
cesses through which the object representation is matched
against possible category representations. (4) There must
be a decision process that uses the results of the compar-
ison process to determine the category to which a given
object belongs. We will consider each of these compo-
nents later and then describe contrasting theories about
how object recognition might be performed.

In this chapter, we consider objects as a type of thing to
be recognized. However, this is actually an impoverished
view of objects, because they are more than just physi-
cal things; they have meanings that go beyond their phys-
ical functions and uses. Faces, in particular, are rich in
social meaning and allow us to infer the thoughts, inten-
tions and desires of other minds. The fact that neurons
can be tuned to head orientation (Desimone, Albright,
Gross, & Bruce, 1984; Perrett et al., 1985), gaze direction
(Perrett et al., 1985), and facial expressions (Hasselmo,
Rolls, & Baylis, 1989) as confirmed by brain imaging
(Hadj-Bouziane, Bell, Knusten, Ungerleider, & Tootell,
2008; Hoffman, Gothard, Schmid, & Logothetis, 2007),
suggests that the face processing system is inextricably
linked, not only with the recognition of faces as objects,
but also with extracting social meaning and deciphering
other people’s beliefs, desires, intentions, and other mental
states. To keep the story simple, however, we will ignore
the emotional, social, and semantic aspects of object pro-
cessing here. Moreover, we will not consider the roles of
attention in object processing nor the manner in which
object learning influences object representations (but see
Op de Beeck & Baker, 2009, for a review).

BRAIN AREAS INVOLVED IN OBJECT
PROCESSING

This section present a short overview of the neuronal pro-
cessing that begins with registration of image information
in the retina and culminates with object recognition in
the temporal lobes. The reader who would like a more
detailed description of these processes should consult a
standard neuroscience textbook (e.g., Bear, Connors, &
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Paradiso, 2007; Gazzaniga, 1995; Kandel, Schwartz, &
Jessell, 2000) or a comprehensive review such as that of
Ungerleider and Bell (2011) or Orban (2011).

The Retina and Retinotopic Areas

The processing of information about color, space, and
motion begins in the retina, which is technically part of the
brain. After light has been transduced into electrochemical
signals by cones and rods and subjected to additional pro-
cessing by various classes of other retinal cells (amacrine,
bipolar, and horizontal cells), light information reaches
neurons in the retina called ganglion cells, which then
convert this information into discrete neuronal firings or
action potentials that are transmitted more centrally for
further processing (Bear et al., 2007). Although there are
many classes of ganglion cells, the most fundamental divi-
sion is between magnocellular (large-celled) and parvocel-
lular (small-celled) cells. Magnocellular cells are highly
sensitive to luminance contrast and are particularly driven
by fast changes in luminance but are insensitive to color
information. They tend to have large receptive fields, mak-
ing them sensitive to large regions of the visual field, and
relatively insensitive to fine detail. Parvocellular ganglion
cells have the opposite properties: They have relatively
small receptive fields and so are sensitive to fine spatial
detail. They are not very sensitive to sudden changes, but
are sensitive to color. This retinal division of labor culmi-
nates in two very different streams of visual processing,
one for determining where objects are and where they are
going, and the other for determining what objects are and
what they mean.

Certain ganglion cells have center-surround, opponent
receptive fields that confer upon these cells a sensitivity to
edges (abrupt discontinuities in luminance or color), while
rendering them relatively insensitive to uniform regions.
In effect, these center-surround cells filter out uniformity
to some degree because regions of uniformity convey less
useful information than boundaries. The information that
the retina transmits to the cortical and subcortical struc-
tures for further processing is, thus, an informationally
compressed’ version of the image that emphasizes border
information at multiple spatial scales. Efficient data com-
pression requires preserving those aspects of an image that
are most informative, whereas less informative aspects
are discarded or left implicit. The fact that retinal pro-
cessing emphasizes contour information suggests that con-
tours play a crucial role in generating later representations
of two-dimensional image shape and three-dimensional
object shape. Data compression is necessary to efficiently
encode and transmit the information available in 6–7

million cones and 120–130 million rods along an optic
nerve comprised of only about 1.1 million ganglion cell
axons for each eye.

These retinal signals reach the cortex by several par-
allel pathways (see Figure 7.1) originating within the
thalamus—including the dorsolateral division of the lat-
eral geniculate nucleus (LGNd), the pulvinar nuclear com-
plex, the intralaminar thalamic nuclei and the thalamic
reticular nucleus—as well as the basal ganglia. The LGNd
segregates the inputs of magnocellular and parvocellular
processing streams coming out of the retina into different
laminae. Until the mid 1960s, it was believed that projec-
tions from the LGNd provided the only pathway through
which visual information could gain access to the cortex
and that the LGNd functioned primarily as a relay station
for information passing from the retina en route to the cor-
tex. Because the anatomical evidence indicated that in the
primate, the cortical projections of the LGNd were con-
fined to the striate cortex (also known as primary visual
cortex, area 17, and V1), this cortex, with its fine-grained
retinotopic representation of the visual world, was viewed
as the first crucial stage in the cortical processing of visual
information. Cortex is said to be retinotopically organized
when neighbouring locations within a visual quadrant are
mapped onto neighbouring portions of cortex (Horton &
Hoyt, 1991; van Essen, 2004; van Essen, Drury, Joshi, &
Miller, 1998). Each visual neuron has a receptive field that
responds to stimuli falling within a well-defined region of
this retinotopic space. Figure 7.2 depicts a schematic illus-
tration of human visual area 1 (V1) and its corresponding
retinotopic map of visual space. Neighboring neurons in
the cortical sheet exhibit receptive fields that are overlap-
ping in visual space.

The extrastriate cortex is now known to receive a
subcortical afferent input independent of the geniculos-
triate system. This input exists in all mammalian species
examined thus far and includes the retinal projection to
the superior colliculus, an ascending projection from the
superficial laminae of the colliculus to the pulvinar com-
plex of the thalamus, and from there to the extrastriate
cortex. In some mammals, including the cat, extrastri-
ate cortex also receives a sizable afferent input from
the geniculate itself. The parallel geniculocortical and
tectopulvinar (also known as colliculopulvinar) cortical
projections are not strictly independent. For example, the
superior colliculus projects to the LGNd as well as to the
pulvinar, and there exist extensive feed-forward and feed-
back corticocortical pathways between striate and extras-
triate cortical areas (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991). In
addition, all of these cortical areas contribute corticofugal
projections to the LGNd, the pulvinar and the superior
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The geniculostriate pathway (solid lines) projects information from the retina to the lateral 
geniculate nucleus of the thalamus and then on to primary visual cortex. The tectopulvinar 
pathway (dashed line) is thought to project information from the retina to the superior 
colliculus to the pulvinar and other posterior thalamic nuclei, and on to the amygdala and 
cortex (Hannula, Simons, & Cohen, 2005).

Figure 7.1Q1

colliculus. Although the tectopulvinar projection appears
to play a role in the rapid object processing exhibited by
the amygdala (Hannula et al., 2005), it does not appear
to play an important role in cortical object recognition. In
particular, lesioning the pulvinar and superior colliculus
have no measurable effect on visual object discrimination
(Chow, 1951; Ungerleider & Pribram, 1977). We will thus
only consider the geniculostriate processing stream.

Cortical Processing

The study of visual perception has focused largely on the
visual cortex and the multiple areas in which visual infor-
mation is processed. The so-called “early” visual cortical

areas, which receive a direct projection from LGNd, con-
tain neurons selectively sensitive to changes in certain
properties of the stimuli. For example, their levels of activ-
ity depend on features of the retinal image such as contour
orientation, contour scale (or spatial frequency), binocu-
lar disparity, and the direction and velocity of movement
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1962). Thus, area 17 in tree-shrews,
lemurs, and primates and areas 17–18 in cats are con-
sidered “early” or “primary” visual areas, which further
filter aspects of the compressed messages transmitted by
the retina and extract a set of functional features or prim-
itives. Early cortical processing thus appears to consist of
a neural description of various image primitives and their
locations within the scene.
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Schematic illustration of the retinotopic organization of the primary visual cortex in the human brain. The upper 
panels depict the medial view of the left hemisphere with approximate isoeccentric radii marked on the surface of the 
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Figure 7.2Q2

This description is still a long way from explicit iden-
tification of the three-dimensional structure of the visible
world. Much additional computation is required. Trying
to understand how such a complex system operates is a
formidable task. As a result, simplifying concepts have
emerged as guides. A keystone in thinking about the neural
mechanisms of visual perception is the concept of hier-
archical processing of the details of the visual image. A
widely held view is that this processing occurs in stages,

the first of which performs an analysis or filtering of the
retinal image by extracting different elementary features
(primitives), or classes of image “energy.” It is gener-
ally believed that different primitive features may be pro-
cessed by relatively independent modules that specialize
in extracting and interpreting particular classes of visual
information (e.g., Bear et al., 2007).

It is commonly held that later or “higher” stages of
visual processing combine aggregates of primitive features
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into progressively more complex representations. Two
generally dichotomous characterizations of these elements
should be mentioned. One is that contours are primitives
that are used to define surfaces and object boundaries.
Interpretations of receptive fields in terms of trigger “fea-
tures,” such as oriented bars or edges, provide a potential
neural implementation of this conceptualization (Hubel &
Wiesel, 1962). An alternative view is that receptive fields
operate as localized, spatial frequency filters (De Valois &
De Valois, 1990). The basic idea here is that cells with
different receptive field dimensions are tuned to differ-
ent spatial frequencies, such that cells tuned to spatial
variations in light intensity that span small visual angles
are said to be tuned to high spatial frequency informa-
tion, whereas cells tuned to spatial variations that span
large visual angles are said to be tuned to low spatial
frequency information. Ganglion cells with similar tuning
characteristics are distributed throughout the retina, and
can be thought of as bandpass channels that accomplish
a decomposition of the image using something analogous
to piecewise (or local) Fourier analysis (e.g., De Valois &
De Valois, 1990) or, in more recent conceptualizations,
a wavelet decomposition (Wilson & Wilkinson, 1997).
Convolution of the image with a variety of bandpass chan-
nels operating in parallel thus produces multiple bandpass
filtered representations of the image. Low-pass filtering
can convey information about overall image structure, and
may contribute to certain gestalt-like operations such as
grouping, closure, and good-continuation. High-pass fil-
tered information emphasizes details within the image,
particularly contours. Grouping procedures that compare,
for example, contour orientations across the image, might
take the high-passed output as input. Subsequent processes
then operate on these multiple representations. It is not
known which of these two general formulations (edge
detection or spatial frequency analysis) is more accurate.
Both types of detectors appear to exist and may consti-
tute the extremes of a spectrum of processing types. It is
important to recognize, however, that neither point of view
suggests specific solutions to the most difficult conceptual
problems raised by human pattern and form perception.

Higher Level Visual Processing

A basic tenet of modern neuroscience is that processing
runs in multiple parallel streams (Bear et al., 2007; Unger-
leider & Bell, 2011). The most basic of these is the dis-
tinction between the dorsal and ventral streams (Ettlinger,
1990; Goodale & Milner, 1992; Mishkin & Ungerleider,
1982; see Figure 7.3). The dorsal or “‘where’” stream

Frontal

Temporal

Occipital

Parietal

AIT

PIT LOC V4v
V2 V1

CIT

A depiction of the left hemisphere's dorsal or "where" processing 
stream (upper arrow) running from visual input areas of the 
occipital lobe (depicted in blue) to the posterior parietal lobe 
(depicted in green), and the ventral or "what" processing stream 
(lower arrow) running from the occipital lobe along the ventral 
temporal lobe (depicted in lilac). V1=visual area 1, primary visual 
cortex, striate cortex. V2 and V4v are extrastriate retinotopic areas. 
LOC = lateral occipital complex. IT = inferotemporal cortex. AIT, 
CIT and PIT represent anterior, central and posterior regions of IT, 
respectively.

Figure 7.3

extends from the occipital lobe (V1) to the parietal lobe

Q3
Q4

and is involved in the processing of where things are and
where they are going in space for the purpose of com-
puting bodily actions such as grasping. In contrast, the
parallel ventral or ‘what’ stream extends from the occip-
ital lobe (also from V1) along the lower portion of the
temporal lobes, and is involved fundamentally in form
and object representations, and is tightly linked with pro-
cessing in the medial temporal lobe involved in memory
storage and retrieval. The ventral stream appears to under-
lie our visual experience of the world. The dorsal stream
takes primary input from the magnocellular processing
stream, and the ventral system takes primary input from
the parvocellular processing stream, although both pro-
cessing streams receive both types of input. Because the
dorsal stream is primarily involved in spatial and motion
processing for action, it will not be our focus. This is
unfortunate because, in fact, dorsal and ventral process-
ing cannot be segregated (Farivar, 2009). For example,
attention relies fundamentally on a spatial salience map
realized in neuronal processing in posterior parietal cortex,
and attention fundamentally influences object processing
in the ventral stream. Because of space limitations, how-
ever, we will focus on shape and object processing in the
ventral stream in isolation of other inputs.

As ventral stream information passes from V1 to V2
and V4v, each of which has a complete retinotopic map of
the contralateral visual hemifield, receptive fields increase
in size. Beyond V4v retinotopy begins to break down, and
activity begins to show evidence of viewpoint and size
invariance, as is the case in the occipitotemporal junction
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area just anterior to V4v called the lateral occipital com-
plex (Grill-Spector et al., 1999). This area is thought to
be where localistic processing of visual features transi-
tions into more global or configural processing of shape
(e.g., Grill-Spector et al., 1998; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, &
Kanwisher, 2001; Lerner, Hendler, Ben-Bashat, Harel, &
Malach, 2001). As information proceeds further along the
ventral stream to posterior, central, and anterior inferotem-
poral cortex, retinotopic location is no longer represented,
receptive fields increase even more in size, and tuning
properties become ever more complex. In more anterior
portions of the ventral temporal lobe, neurons can have
receptive fields that span both visual hemifields (Gross,
Rocha-Miranda, & Bender, 1972) and that are tuned to
complex objects (e.g., Bruce, Desimone, & Gross, 1981;
Desimone et al., 1984; Kobatake & Tanaka, 1994; Per-
rett, Rolls, & Caan,1982) in a way that is invariant to
changes of position or size (Desimone et al., 1984) within
the receptive field.

There does not appear to be a monolithic, multipurpose
general recognition system. Instead, multiple representa-
tions of an object appear to be formed, each specialized
for the purpose and coordinate transformation required
for some perceptual or behavioral task. For example, face
processing appears to take place in part in a region on the
underside of the temporal lobes called the fusiform gyrus
(Kanwisher, McDermott & Chun, 1997; Puce, Allison,
Gore, & McCarthy, 1995, Puce, Allison, Asgari, Gore,
& McCarthy 1996; Sergent, Ohta, & McDonald, 1992;
for reviews see Tsao & Livingstone, 2008, and Rolls,
2007) as well as in the superior temporal sulcus (Haxby
et al., 1999), anterior occipital lobe (Ishai, Ungerleider,
Martin, Schouten, & Haxby, 1999), and anterior temporal
lobe (Kriegeskorte, Formisano, Sorger, & Goebel, 2007;
Rajimehr, Young, & Tootell, 2009; Tsao, Moeller, & Frei-
wald, 2008) of humans, and in corresponding cortical
areas in monkeys (Bell, Hadj-Bouziane, Frihauf, Tootell,
& Ungerleider, 2009; Pinsk, DeSimone, Moore, Gross,
& Kastner, 2005; Pinsk et al., 2009; Tsao, Freiwald,
Knutsen, Mandeville, & Tootell, 2003; Tsao, Freiwald,
Tootell, & Livingstone, 2006). It has been shown that
face-tuned inferotemporal neurons respond biphasically
(Sugase, Yamane, Ueno, & Kawano, 1999): Their ini-
tial response, approximately 100–150 ms after face image
onset, carries information about global face information
useful for discriminating faces as members of a face
category versus other categories, but immediately sub-
sequent responses carry information about fine spatial
detail that would permit recognition of particular facial
expressions.

Other functional “modules” specialized for particu-
lar categories of input have been found in recent years.
A “parahippocampal place area” (Epstein & Kanwisher,
1998; Epstein, DeYoe, Press, & Kanwisher, 2001) and
a region of the retrosplenial cortex (Epstein, Parker, &
Feiler, 2008; Park & Chun, 2009; Walther, Caddigan, Fei-
Fei, & Beck, 2009) seem to be specialized for processing
spatial layout of a scene. And an area near the occipotem-
poral junction and the motion-processing area “MT” was
found to respond strongly to human body-parts (Down-
ing, Jiang, Shuman, & Kanwisher, 2001). This extrastriate
body-part area may, in fact, be specialized for the pro-
cessing of limb and goal-directed movements (Astafiev,
Stanley, Shulman, & Corbetta, 2004).

At some point in the ventral information processing
stream, object representations must be compared with
representations stored in memory. A decision must then
be made concerning the best match between seen and
stored representations. This recognition and decision pro-
cess may happen at several stages in parallel, but cer-
tainly involves anterior inferotemporal neurons. Eifuku,
De Souza, Tamura, Nishijo, & Ono (2004) trained mon-
keys to match an image of a face to one of many possibil-
ities taken from different viewpoints. They found that the
neural latency of anterior inferotemporal face-tuned neu-
rons was correlated with the monkey’s behavioral latency,
suggesting that these neurons play a role in the decision
process. Indeed, microstimulation of such face-tuned cells
can lead a monkey to report that it has seen a face given
ambiguous input more often than is the case in the absence
of microstimulation (Afraz, Kiani, & Esteky, 2006).

Visual Agnosias

A fascinating neuropsychological phenomenon of object
recognition is visual agnosia (see Farah, 2004, and
Humphreys & Riddoch, 2006, for reviews), a perceptual
deficit due to brain damage in which patients are unable
to correctly categorize common objects with which they
were previously familiar. (“Agnosia” is a term derived
from Greek, which means “not knowing.”) Damage within
the temporal lobes and/or occipital lobes can produce pro-
found deficits in object recognition of many, but not nec-
essarily all, categories. In some cases, the patients cannot
name an object when presented visually, but can name the
object when they touch it. In other cases they cannot copy
drawings of objects, but can name the same object they
cannot draw. This suggests that there are specific areas of
cortex that are specialized for high-level shape processing,
object categorization, and matching to memory.
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There are many different forms of visual agnosia, and
the relations among them are not well understood. Some
appear to be primarily due to damage to the later stages
of precategorization sensory processing (termed “apper-
ceptive agnosia” by Lissauer, 1890/1988). Such patients
appear unable to recognize objects because they do not see
them normally. In particular, apperceptive agnosics prob-
ably fail to recognize objects because they fail to process
shape in a normal way. They cannot distinguish a trian-
gle from a rectangle, and cannot even copy a shape. They
typically have damage to shape-processing areas such as
the lateral occipital complex located near the occipitotem-
poral junction. It appears that some local shape process-
ing remains intact, whereas global analyses of shape and
configural analyses of relationships among local shapes
have been lost. Other patients have fully intact perceptual
abilities, yet still cannot identify the objects they see, a
condition Lissauer called “associative agnosia .” Teuber
(1968) described their condition as involving “a normal
percept stripped of its meaning” due to an inability to cat-
egorize it correctly. Associative agnosics appear to have
relatively intact shape processing. For example, they can
copy images, but they lack the ability to match such repre-
sentations with memories and, therefore, cannot recognize
objects. Some associative agnostics can describe scenes
and even describe certain aspects of an object, such as its
use, but will then mislabel the object. Associative agnosia
makes apparent that the processes involves in seeing can
be dissociated from those involved in matching to mem-
ory, recognizing, or determining meaning on the basis of
what is seen.

The case of a patient known as GL is a good example of
associative agnosia (Ellis & Young, 1988). GL suffered a
blow to his head when he was 80 years of age, after which
he complained that he could not see as well as before the
accident. The problem was not that he was blind or even
impaired in basic visual function, for he could see the
physical properties of objects quite well. Indeed, he could
even copy pictures of objects that he could not identify.
Even so, he mistook pictures for boxes, his jacket for a
pair of trousers, and generally could not categorize even
the simplest everyday objects correctly.

Patients with visual agnosia suffer from a variety of
different symptoms. Some have deficits specific to partic-
ular classes of objects or properties. One classic example
is prosopagnosia: the inability to recognize faces (Landis,
Regard, Bliestle, & Kleihues, 1988; Rossion et al., 2003).
Prosopagnosia typically arises from bilateral damage to
the fusiform face area or adjacent occipitotemporal areas.
Prosopagnosics can describe in detail the facial features of

someone they are looking at, yet be completely unable to
recognize the person, even if it is their spouse, their child,
or their own face in a mirror. This is probably because they
have a preserved ability to process the local features of a
face, but have lost the ability to process configural rela-
tionships among local features. Indeed, neuronal responses
in face selective neurons in areas that correspond to the
fusiform face areas in monkeys are highly responsive to
the global face pattern as opposed to local parts of a face
(Desimone et al., 1984; Hasselmo et al., 1989; Perrett et al.,
1982). Such patients will typically react to a relative as a
complete stranger—until the person speaks, at which time
the patient can recognize his or her voice. The fact that
pure prosopagnosics cannot recognize faces but can rec-
ognize other classes of objects implies that face recogni-
tion is a functional module of object recognition (Damasio,
Damasio, & Van Hoesen, 1982).

Other agnosic patients have been studied who have
problems with object categories such as living things.
Patient JBR, for example, was able to identify 90% of the
pictures depicting inanimate objects, but only 6% of those
depicting plants and animals (Warrington & Shallice,
1984). Even more selective deficits have been reported,
including those confined to body parts, objects found
indoors, and fruits and vegetables, although some of these
deficits may be linguistic in nature rather than perceptual
(Farah, 2004).

One problem for many visual agnosics that has been
studied experimentally is their particular inability to cat-
egorize objects presented in “unusual” perspective views.
Warrington and Taylor (1973, 1978) found that many
agnosics who are able to categorize pictures of common
objects taken from a usual or “canonical” perspective are
unable to do so for unusual or “noncanonical” views, as
shown in Figure 7.4. This phenomenon in agnosics bears
a striking resemblance to perspective effects found in nor-
mal individuals (Palmer, Rosch, & Chase, 1981), except

Figure 7.4 A canonical view of a bucket is shown on the left,
and a noncanonical view from above is shown on the right
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that instead of simply taking longer to arrive at the correct
answer, these patients are unable to perform the task at
all, even in unrestricted viewing conditions.

There are many other visual disorders due to brain dam-
age that are related to visual agnosia. They exhibit a wide
variety of complex symptoms, are caused by a broad range
of underlying brain pathologies, and are generally not well
understood. Still, the case histories of such patients and the
phenomenological descriptions of their symptoms make
for fascinating reading (e.g., Sacks, 1985). The interested
reader is referred to Farah (2000, 2004) for a neuropsycho-
logical overview of these and related disorders.

PERCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION

The difficulty in recovering a correct representation of the
world from the image can most easily be appreciated by
considering the output of the retinal mosaic simply as a
numerical array, where each number represents the neu-
ral response of a single receptor. This array is ambiguous
in many ways. A fundamental ambiguity arises because
there are no explicit instructions in the image regarding
what numbers in this array “go together” in the sense
of corresponding to the same objects, parts, or groups of
objects in the environment. This problem is hard enough
for a static image, but the problem of determining what
goes with what—often called segmentation and/or group-
ing problem—also arises across images, as objects move
around us, as we move around objects, and as we make
eye movements. In the context of motion, this matching
problem across images is generally called “the corre-
spondence problem.” Whether matching regions within
an image, regions across images, or both, neuronal pro-
cessing mechanisms must match some things together and
not others, and do it in ways that correspond adaptively
to the structure of environmental objects and the ways in
which we interact with them.

A different kind of ambiguity arises even in interpret-
ing a single value measured at a point on the retina. For
example, retinal stimulation at a given point in the images
might register redness for many different reasons. Most
likely it occurs because a red surface is illuminated by
white light, but it could also arise if a white surface is illu-
minated with red light or if a white surface is seen through
red glass or red smoke. The single color registered at this
one location then has to be apportioned to the properties
of the surface, illuminating light source, and any inter-
vening layers of transparent material in a way that is not
given explicitly in the image. Apportionment into sources,

like grouping into objects within and across images, occurs
accurately because prior assumptions concerning the map-
ping between image structure and world structure are built
into the processes that accomplish this mapping, and those
assumptions are generally correct.

Perception is biased to recover the intrinsic proper-
ties of objects rather than the properties of their projected
images, which are subject to highly variable conditions of
observation. Objects have, for example, an intrinsic shape,
size, reflectance, and material. To recover these properties,
it is necessary to discount various extraneous (or extrinsic)
observational factors that partly determine the image, but
are often of limited importance to the perceiving organism.
For example, the retinal shape, size, and orientation of the
image of an object are influenced by the slant, distance,
and tilt of the object relative to the viewer’s head. Our
conscious experience of that object’s properties as being
constant when we change our viewing position or head tilt
must, therefore, follow the application of certain uncon-
scious “constancy” operations that generate a representa-
tion of an object as having an intrinsic size regardless of its
size in the image (size constancy), an intrinsic shape (shape
constancy) regardless of its shape in the image, and an
intrinsic surface reflectance (color or lightness constancy),
regardless of the local wavelengths measured at the level
of the image. In the absence of such constancy operations,
a person would seem to shrink as they walked away from
us, or change their skin pigments as they walked under a
shadow.

It is widely believed that early visual cortical areas are
involved in grouping local information across the image
into aggregate wholes. Gestalt psychologists described the
principles (or criteria) used by the visual system to group
parts into wholes. Although Gestalt psychologists did not
quite talk in these terms, grouping principles can be under-
stood as “heuristics” that arise from the combination of
evolution and perceptual learning to produce mechanisms
that are sensitive to the statistical regularities of real-world
images. For instance, grouping procedures capture the fact
that image regions that covary in certain ways tend to arise
from common surfaces, objects, regions, and collections
of objects in the world. Perceptual grouping is essential to
the process of image segmentation—the process of deter-
mining which contours and textures belong to the same
object. Because grouping involves decisions about what
belongs with what in an image, it is relevant to making
inferences about the state of the world. As such, grouping
procedures do not merely extract information from the
image, they create or construct new information—they
make information that is only implicit at the level of the
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retinal image explicit in relevant ways—that brings the
organism closer to its goal of perceiving the environment
in ways that are appropriate for effective action.

Perceptual Grouping

Thus far, we have focused on information that is available
in the image that can be extracted or detected by filters
or detectors tuned to useful image primitives, such as
local, oriented lines and edges or local, oriented spatial-
frequency content. At some point, these primitives must
be used to construct representations of objects and
three-dimensional surface layout. Retinal center-surround
processing deemphasizes uniform regions, but it is
still confined to extraction of local image-based (rather
than object-based) information. Further shape processing
requires the construction of information about three dimen-
sions rather than two dimensions. Any inference of a three-
dimensional surface from two-dimensional image cues is
tantamount to the construction of information not present
in the image. This type of construction was explored exten-
sively by Helmholtz and later by Gestalt psychologists,
who emphasized that visual perception must be subserved
by rapid grouping procedures that link information across
the image in a global fashion on the basis of heuristics
such as contour continuity. Although there is strong evi-
dence that such grouping procedures are carried out in the
course of visual form processing, little progress has been
made in discerning how such global grouping procedures
are realized by local neuronal computations. Rather than
give a necessarily speculative and sketchy description of
how three-dimensional form is computed at the level of
neuronal “hardware,” it is more productive to consider
how the construction of visual form might take place
at the more abstract level of the information-processing
algorithms used to construct information about three-
dimensional form.

To solve this problem, multiple systems have evolved
to recover three-dimensional shape from the various cues
to form that are present in the image. Examples are the
perception of shape from shading, the perception of shape
from motion (often called “structure-from-motion”) and
the perception of shape from retinal disparity cues (that
serve as the basis for random dot stereograms and “magic
eye” books). Inferring shape using multiple strategies
and cues has important advantages. Multiple circuits can
compute shape solutions in parallel, reducing overall com-
putational time. If one subsystem should reach a solution
before others do, that shape solution can constrain the
computations being carried out by the other subsystems.

Parallel and concurrent processing also reduces the
likelihood of attaining poor solutions because all shape
subsystems must come to mutually consistent solutions,
permitting a form of error checking and redundancy. Thus,
under normal viewing conditions, the problem of recov-
ering three-dimensional shape from the two-dimensional
image can be solved using multiple mutually constraining
shape-from-X cues (where X stands for the relevant chan-
nels of information, such as shading, motion, and texture).
In some cases, however, just a single cue can be used to
generate a distinct perception of three-dimensional form.
For static images, contours probably offer the strongest
constraints on three-dimensional form because other cues,
such as shading or texture, appear to be dominated by
contour cues (Tse, 2002).

Principles of Grouping

The visual phenomenon most closely associated histori-
cally with the concept of perceptual organization is group-
ing: the fact that observers perceive some elements of the
visual field as “going together” more strongly than others.
Indeed, perceptual grouping and perceptual organization
are sometimes presented as though they were synony-
mous. They are not. Grouping is one particular kind of
organizational phenomenon, albeit a very important one.

The Gestalt psychologist Max Wertheimer first posed
the problem of perceptual grouping in his groundbreaking
1923 paper. He then attempted a solution at what would
now be called the “computational level” by asking what
stimulus factors influence perceived grouping of discrete
elements. He first demonstrated that equally spaced dots
do not group together into larger perceptual units, except
as a uniform line (Figure 7.5a). He then noted that when
he altered the spacing between adjacent dots so that some
dots were closer than others, the closer ones grouped
together strongly into pairs (Figure 7.5b). This factor of
relative distance, which Wertheimer called proximity , was
the first of his famous laws or (more accurately) principles
of grouping .

Wertheimer went on to illustrate other grouping prin-
ciples, several of which are portrayed in Figure 7.5. Parts
c, d, and e demonstrate different versions of the gen-
eral principle of similarity : All else being equal, the most
similar elements (in color, size, and orientation for these
examples) tend to be grouped together. Another power-
ful grouping factor is common fate: All else being equal,
elements that move in the same way tend to be grouped
together. Notice that both common fate and proximity can
actually be considered special cases of similarity grouping
in which the relevant properties are similarity of velocity
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A No Grouping

B Proximity

C Similarity of Color

D Similarity of Size

E Similarity of Orientation

F Common Fate

G

Symmetry Parallelism

H

I

Continuity

J

Closure

K Common Region

Classical principles of grouping: no grouping (a) versus grouping 
by proximity (b), similarity of color (c), similarity of size (d), 
similarity of orientation (e), common fate (f), symmetry (g), 
parallelism (h), continuity (i), closure (j), and common region (k).

Figure 7.5Q5

and position, respectively. Further factors that influence
perceptual grouping of more complex elements, such as
lines and curves, include symmetry (Figure 7.5g), par-
allelism (Figure 7.5h), and continuity or good continua-
tion (Figure 7.5i). Continuity is important in Figure 7.5i
because observers perceive it as containing two contin-
uous intersecting lines rather than as two angles whose
vertices meet at a point. Figure 7.5j illustrates the further
factor of closure: all else being equal, elements that form
a closed figure tend to be grouped together. Note that
this display shows that closure can overcome continuity
because the very same elements that were organized as
two intersecting lines in Figure 7.5i are organized as two
angles meeting at a point in part Figure 7.5j.

Several other spatiotemporal grouping principles have
been discovered beyond common fate. One is “extended
common fate,” an extension of common fate to group-
ing by common luminance changes (Sekuler & Bennett,
2001). When (unmoving) elements of a visual scene
become brighter or darker together, observers have a
powerful tendency to group those elements perceptually.

It is as though the principle of common fate operates
not only for the common motion of elements through
three-dimensional physical space (i.e., common fate), but
through luminance space as well (i.e., extended common
fate). Another is grouping by synchrony: the tendency for
elements that change simultaneously in some visible fea-
ture to be grouped together (Alais, Blake, & Lee, 1998;
Lee & Blake, 1999). The changes do not have to be in the
same direction, as in generalized common fate, however.
A random field of black and white dots whose luminances
flip in polarity over time against a gray background, for
example, will segregate into two distinct regions if the
dots in one area begin to change synchronously rather
than randomly. Although there is some controversy about
whether synchrony grouping might be an artifact (Farid &
Adelson, 2001), it is particularly interesting because it has
been suggested that synchrony of neural firing might be
the implementation of all forms of perceptual grouping
(e.g., Gray & Singer, 1989; Milner, 1974; Singer & Gray,
1995; von der Malsburg, 1987).

One might think that grouping principles are mere text-
book curiosities only distantly related to anything that
occurs in normal perception. On the contrary, they per-
vade virtually all perceptual experiences because they
determine the objects and parts we perceive in the envi-
ronment. Dramatic examples of perceptual organization
going wrong can be observed in natural camouflage. Even
perfect static camouflage is undone by the principle of
common fate. The common motion of an animal whose
contours and texture blends with the stationary back-
ground causes them to be strongly grouped together, pro-
viding an observer with enough information to perceive it
as a distinct object against its unmoving background. Suc-
cessful camouflage also reveals the ecological rationale
for the principles of grouping. Camouflage results when
the same grouping processes that would normally make
an organism stand out from its environment as a separate
object cause it to be grouped with its surroundings instead.
This results primarily from similarity grouping of vari-
ous forms, when the color, texture, size, and shape of the
organism are similar enough to those of the objects in its
environment to be misgrouped.

Integrating Multiple Principles of Grouping

The demonstrations of continuity and closure in Figure 7.5i
and 7.5j illustrate that a grouping principle, as formulated
by Wertheimer (1923), predicts the outcome of grouping
with certainty only when no other grouping factor opposes
its influence. We saw, for example, that continuity governs
grouping when the elements do not form a closed figure,
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but continuity can be overcome by closure when they are
closed (Figure 7.5i versus 7.5j). The difficulty posed by
independent grouping rules is that they provide no scheme
for integrating multiple factors into an overall outcome—
that is, for predicting the strength of their combined effects.
For example, if proximity influences grouping toward one
outcome and color similarity toward another, which group-
ing will be perceived depends heavily on the particular
degrees of proximity and color similarity (e.g., Hochberg &
Silverstein, 1956).

To determine how different grouping principles influ-
ence perceived grouping, Kubovy and Wagemans (1995)
measured the relative strength of different groupings in dot
lattices (Figure 7.6a) by determining the probability with
which subjects reported seeing them organized into lines
in each of the four orientations indicated in Figure 7.6b.
After seeing a given lattice for 300 ms, subjects indi-
cated which of the four organizations they perceived so
that, over many trials, the probability of perceiving each
grouping could be estimated. Consistent with the Gestalt
principle of proximity, their results showed that the most
likely organization is the one in which the dots are closest
together, with other organizations being less likely as the
spacing between the dots increased. Further experiments
using lattices in which the dots differed in color similar-
ity as well as proximity showed that the rule by which
multiple grouping factors combine is multiplicative. This
finding begins to specify general laws by which multiple
factors can be integrated into a combined result.

Is Grouping an Early or Late Process?

If perceptual organization is to be understood as the result
of computations, the question of where grouping occurs

B

A

farthestclosest

Figure 7.6 Dot lattice stimuli (a) and possible groupings
(b) studied by Kubovy and Wagemans (1995). [From Palmer,
1999]

in the stream of visual processing is important. Is it an
early process that works at the level of two-dimensional
image structure or does it work later (Palmer, Brooks, &
Nelson, 2003), after depth information has been extracted
and perceptual constancy has been achieved? Wertheimer
(1923/1950) discussed grouping as though it occurred at a
low level, presumably corresponding to what is now called
image-based processing (see Palmer, 1999). The view
generally held since Wertheimer’s seminal paper has been
that organization must occur early to provide virtually all
higher-level perceptual processes with discrete units as
input (e.g., Marr, 1982; Neisser, 1967).

Rock and Brosgole (1964) reported evidence against the
“early-only” view of grouping, however. They examined
whether the relevant distances for grouping by proximity
are defined in the two-dimensional image plane or in per-
ceived three-dimensional space. They showed observers a
two-dimensional rectangular array of luminous beads in
a dark room either in the frontal plane (perpendicular to
the line of sight) or slanted in depth, so that the horizontal
dimension was foreshortened to a degree that depended on
the angle of slant. The beads were actually closer together
vertically, so that, when they were viewed in the frontal
plane, observers saw them grouped into vertical columns
rather than horizontal rows.

The crucial question was what would happen when the
same lattice of beads was presented to the observer slanted
in depth so that the beads were closer together horizontally
when measured in the retinal image, even though they
are still closer together vertically when measured in the
three-dimensional environment. When observers viewed
this slanted display with just one eye, so that binocular
depth information was not available, they reported that
the beads were organized into rows. However, when they
perceived the slant of the lattice in depth by viewing the
same display binocularly, their reports reversed; they now
reported seeing the slanted array of beads organized into
vertical columns. This finding thus supports the hypoth-
esis that final grouping occurs after stereoscopic depth
perception.

Rock, Nijhawan, Palmer, and Tudor (1992) addressed a
similar issue in lightness perception. Their results showed
that grouping followed the predictions of a late (post-
constancy) grouping hypothesis: Similarity grouping in
the presence of shadows and translucent overlays was
governed by the perceived lightnesses of the elements
rather than by their retinal luminances. Further findings
using analogous methods have shown that perceptual
grouping is also strongly affected by amodal completion
(Palmer, Neff, & Beck, 1996) and by illusory contours
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(Palmer and Nelson, 2000), both of which are believed to
depend on depth perception in situations of occlusion (see
Rock, 1983). Such results show that grouping cannot be
attributed entirely to early, preconstancy visual process-
ing, but they are also compatible with the possibility that
grouping is a temporally extended process that includes
components at both early and later levels of processing.
A provisional grouping might be determined at an early,
preconstancy stage of image processing, but it might be
overridden if later, object-based information (from depth,
lighting conditions, occlusion, and so forth) required it.

Figure-Ground Organization

For every bounding contour in a segmented image there is
a region on both sides. Because most visible surfaces are
opaque, the region on one side usually corresponds to a
closer, occluding surface, and the region on the other side
to a farther, occluded surface that extends behind the closer
one. Boundary assignment is the process of determining to
which region the contour “belongs,” thus determining the
shape of the closer surface, but not that of the farther sur-
face. Because of its effects on perceived shape, boundary
assignment has profound implications for object percep-
tion and recognition.

To demonstrate the remarkable difference that alterna-
tive boundary assignments can make, consider Figure 7.7.
Region segmentation processes will partition the square
into two uniformly connected regions, one white and the
other black. However, to which side does the central
boundary belong? If you perceive the edge as belong-
ing to the white region, you will see a white object with
“rounded fingers” protruding in front of a black back-
ground. If you perceive the edge as belonging to the black
region, you will see a black object with “pointed claws”
in front of a white background. This particular display is
highly ambiguous, so that sometimes you see the white
fingers and other times the black claws. This boundary-
assignment aspect of perceptual organization is known in

Figure 7.7 Ambiguous edge assignment and figure-ground
organization. [From Rock, 1983]

the classical perception literature as figure-ground organi-
zation (Rubin, 1921). The “thing-like” region is referred
to as the figure and the “background-like” region as the
ground .

Principles of Figure-Ground Organization

Figure 7.7 is highly ambiguous in its figure-ground organi- Q6

zation because it is about equally easy to see the black and
white regions as figure, but this is not always, or even usu-
ally, the case. The visual system has distinct preferences
for perceiving certain kinds of regions as figural, and these
are usually sufficient to determine figure-ground organi-
zation. Studies have determined that the following factors
are relevant, all of which bias the region toward being
seen as figural: surroundedness, smaller size, horizontal
and/or vertical orientation, higher contrast, greater sym-
metry, greater convexity (Kanizsa & Gerbino, 1976), par-
allel contours, meaningfulness (Peterson & Gibson, 1991),
extremal edges (Ghose & Palmer, 2010; Palmer & Ghose,
2008), lower region (Vecera, Vogel, & Woodman, 2002),
wider base (Hulleman & Humphreys, 2004), edge-region
grouping (Palmer & Brooks, 2008), and voluntary atten- Q7

tion (Driver & Baylis, 1996; Vecera, Flevaris, & Filapek,
2004). Recently, a number of dynamic factors in figure-
ground organization have also been identified, such as
advancing (versus retreating contour motion) (Barenholtz
& Tarr, 2009) and contour motion in deforming shapes
(Barenholtz, 2010; Barenholtz & Feldman, 2006). Analo-
gous to the gestalt principles of perceptual grouping, these
principles of figure-ground organization are rules in which
a given factor has the stated effect, if all other factors
are “equal” (i.e., eliminated or otherwise neutralized). As
such, they have the same weaknesses as the principles of
grouping, including the inability to predict the outcome
when several conflicting factors are at work in the same
display.

In terms of information-processing structure, Palmer
and Rock (1994a, 1994b) proposed a process model of per-
ceptual organization in which figure-ground organization
occupies a middle position, occurring after region segmen-
tation but before grouping and parsing (see Figure 7.8).
They argued that figure-ground processing logically
must occur after region-segmentation processing because
segmented regions are required as input by any algorithm
that discriminates figure from ground. The reason is that
most of the principles of figure-ground organization—
e.g., surroundedness, size, symmetry, and convexity—are
properties that are only defined for two-dimensional
regions, and thus require two-dimensional regions as input.
More speculatively, Palmer and Rock (1994a, 1994b)
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Figure 7.8 A computational theory of visual organization. See
text [From Palmer and Rock, 1994a]

also claimed that figure-ground organization must logi-
cally precede grouping and parsing. The reason is that
the latter processes, which apparently depend on certain
shape-based properties of the regions in question—e.g.,
concavity/convexity, similarity of orientation, shape, size,
and motion—require prior boundary assignment. Group-
ing and parsing thus depend on shape properties that are
logically well defined for regions only after boundaries
have been assigned, either to one side or perhaps initially
to both sides (Peterson & Gibson, 1991).

THEORIES OF OBJECT RECOGNITION

After the image has been organized into midlevel shape
representation, the perceptual objects thus defined are very
often identified as instances of known, meaningful types,
such as people, houses, dogs, and cars, or as meaning-
ful particular individuals of those types, such as me, my
house, my dog, and my car. This process, which is gener-
ically referred to as “object recognition” is also called
“object identification” or “object categorization,” with the
latter term usually reserved for recognizing objects at the
level of categories rather than individuals. Once a repre-
sentation has been specified for the to-be-identified objects
and the set of known categories, a process has to be
devised for comparing the object representation with each
category representation. This could be done serially across
categories, but it makes much more sense for it to be
performed in parallel. Parallel matching could be imple-
mented, for example, in a neural network that works by
spreading activation, where the input automatically acti-
vates all possible categorical representations to different
degrees, depending on the strength of the match (e.g.,
Hummel & Biederman, 1992).

In all cases, the presumed goal of object (as opposed
to person or other mind) recognition is the perception of
function , enabling the observer to know, simply by look-
ing, what objects in the environment are useful for what
purposes. The general idea behind perceiving function via
object recognition is to match the perceived properties
of a seen object with some internal representation of the
perceivable properties of the appropriate, known category
of object. Once the object has been thus identified, its
function can then be determined by retrieving associations
between the object category and its known uses. This
matching process will not make novel uses of the object
available—additional problem solving processes are
required for that purpose—but only ones that have been
previously understood and stored in memory with that
category.

Because the schemes for comparing representations are
rather specific to the type of representation, in the follow-
ing discussion we will simply assume that a parallel com-
parison process can be defined that has an output for each
category that is effectively a bounded, continuous vari-
able representing how well the target object’s representa-
tion matches the category representation. The final process
is then to make a decision about the category to which
the target object belongs. Several different rules have been
devised to perform this decision, including the threshold ,
best fit , and best-fit-over-threshold rules.

The threshold approach is to set a criterial value for
each category that determines whether a target object
counts as one of its members. The currently processed
object is then assigned to whatever category, if any,
exceeds its threshold matching value. This scheme can be
implemented in a neural network in which each neural
unit that represents a category has its own internal thresh-
old, such that it begins to fire only after that threshold
is exceeded. The major drawback of a simple threshold
approach is that it may allow the same object to be
categorized in many different ways (e.g., as a fox, a dog,
and a wolf), because more than one category may exceed
its threshold at the same time.

The best-fit approach is to identify the target object
as a member of whatever category has the highest match
among a set of mutually exclusive categories. This can
be implemented in a “winner-take-all” neural network in
which each category unit inhibits every other category unit
among some mutually exclusive set. Its main problem lies
in the impossibility of deciding that a novel target object
is not a member of any known category. This is an issue
because there is, by definition, always some category that
has the highest similarity to the target object.
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The virtues of both decision rules can be combined—
with the drawbacks of neither—using a hybrid decision
strategy: the best-fit-over-threshold rule. This approach is
to set a threshold below which objects will be perceived
as novel, but above which the category with the high-
est matching value is chosen. Such a decision rule can
be implemented in a neural network by having internal
thresholds for each category unit as well as a winner-take-
all network of mutual inhibition among all category units.
This combination allows for the possibility of identify-
ing objects as novel without resulting in ambiguity when
more than one category exceeds the threshold. It would
not be appropriate for deciding among different hierar-
chically related categories (e.g., collie, dog, and animal),
however, because they are not mutually exclusive.

Before pursuing the topic of object recognition in depth,
it is worth mentioning that there are alternative approaches
to understanding the perception of function. The primary
competing view is J. Gibson’s (1979) theory of affor-
dances , in which opportunities for action are claimed to
be perceived directly from visible structure in the dynamic
optic array. Gibson claimed, for example, that people can
literally see whether an object affords being grasped, or
sat upon, or walked upon, or used for cutting without
first identifying it as, say, a baseball, a chair, a floor, or
a knife. This is possible, however, only if the relation
between an object’s form and its affordance (the function
or use it offers an organism) is transparent enough that the
relevant properties are actually visible. If this is not the
case, then category-mediated object recognition appears
to be the only route for perception of function. The two
views are not necessarily mutually exclusive. For example,
it is possible that category-mediated object recognition
proceeds in the ventral “what” processing stream of the
temporal lobes, which, also, incidentally, seems to sub-
serve visual awareness, whereas the processing of affor-
dances proceeds in the dorsal “where” processing stream
(Norman, 2002).

Prototypes and Basic Level Categories

The first fact that must be considered about identifying
or recognizing objects is that it is an act of classifica-
tion or categorization (see Goldstone et al., this volume).
Although most people typically think of objects as belong-
ing to just one category—something is either a dog or a
house or a tree or a book—all objects are actually mem-
bers of many categories. Lassie, for example, is a collie,
a dog, a mammal, an animal, a living thing, a pet, a TV
star, and so on. The categories of human perception and

cognition are quite complex and interesting psychologi-
cal structures. Many (but not all) categories of objects are
structured into hierarchies (e.g., Lassie/collie/dog/mammal
/animal/living thing), with many categories nested within
each category at any given level (e.g., collies, beagles, Chi-
huahuas, and Saint Bernards are all members of the dog
category).

One of the most important modern discoveries about
human categorization is the fact that categories do not
seem to be defined by sets of necessary and sufficient
conditions . The key idea of “norm-based encoding” posits
that objects are represented in terms of psychological dis-
tance from one or more prototype objects or experiences
that are the “best” (i.e., prototypical) instances of a cat-
egory (Rosch, 1973, 1975a,b). The prototypical dog, for
example, would be the “doggiest” possible dog: probably
a standard “mutt” of some sort rather than a pure-bred dog,
about average in size, having standard brownish sort of
coloring and the usual doggy sort of shape. When Rosch
asked people to rate various members of a category, such
as particular breeds of dogs, in terms of how “good”
or “typical” they were as examples of dogs, she found
that they systematically rated beagles quite high and Saint
Bernards and Chihuahuas quite low. Similarly, robins and
sparrows are good examples of birds, whereas penguins
and ostriches are poor examples. These typicality (or
goodness-of-example) ratings turn out to be good pre-
dictors of how quickly subjects can respond “true” or
“false” to verbal statements, such as, “A robin is a bird,”
versus, “A penguin is a bird” (Rosch, 1975b). Thus, the
time required to identify an object as a member of a cate-
gory depends on how “typical” it is as an example of that
category.

Rosch made another major discovery about the struc-
ture of people’s natural categories, this one concerning
differences among levels within the categorical hierarchy.
For example, at which level does visual identification first
occur: at some low, specific level (e.g., collie), at some
high, general level (e.g., animal), or at some intermedi-
ate level (e.g., dog)? The answer is that people generally
recognize objects first at an intermediate level in the cate-
gorical hierarchy. Rosch called categories at this level of
abstraction “basic level categories” (Rosch, Mervis, Gray,
Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976). Later research, however,
has shown the matter to be somewhat more complex.

Jolicoeur, Gluck, and Kosslyn (1984) studied this issue
by having subjects name a wide variety of pictures with
the first verbal label that came to mind. They found that
objects that were typical instances of categories, such as
robins and sparrows, were indeed identified as members of
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a basic level category, such as birds. Atypical ones, such
as penguins and ostriches, tended to be classified at the
next lower, subordinate level. This pattern of naming was
not universal for all atypical category members, however.
It occurs mainly for members of basic level categories
that are relatively diverse. Consider some basic level cat-
egories from the superordinate categories of fruit (e.g.,
apples, bananas, and grapes) versus animals (dogs, birds,
and monkeys). Most people would agree that the shape
variation within the categories of apples, for instance, is
more constrained than that within the categories of dogs.
Indeed, most people would be hard-pressed to distinguish
between two different kinds of apples, bananas, or grapes
from shape alone, but consider how different dachshunds
are from greyhounds, penguins are from ostriches, and
goldfish are from sharks. Not surprisingly, then, the atyp-
ical exemplars from diverse basic-level categories are the
ones that tend to be named according to their subordinate
category. Because the categories into which objects are
initially classified is sometimes different from the basic
level, Jolicoeur et al. (1984) called them “entry level
categories.”

It is worth noting that, as in the case of basic level cate-
gories, the entry-level category of an object can vary over
different observers and perhaps over different contexts as
well. To an ornithologist or even to an avid bird watcher,
for instance, BIRD may be the entry-level category for
very few, if any, species of bird. Through a lifetime of
experience at discriminating different kinds of birds, their
perceptual systems may become so finely tuned to the dis-
tinctive characteristics of different kinds of birds that they
first perceive robins as robins and sparrows as sparrows
rather than just as birds (Tanaka & Taylor, 1991).

Many computational models conceive of object rep-
resentation in terms of the responses of a population of
neurons (e.g., Agam et al., 2010). Information, on this
account, is carried in the pattern of neural responses across
a population. One possibility is that patterns of neural
activity reflect an encoding of an object along the multiple
dimensions defining some object space. A prototype-based
encoding could be thought of as an object representation
that is encoded as a vectorial response within a neuronal
ensemble. Presumably, the more similar the population
response patterns are to two images, the more similar the
object representations they encode will be. Inclusion in a
category, thus, depends on the degree to which an object
is similar to the nearest prototype in the relevant represen-
tational space, which can be thought of as the origin of the
vector. Indeed, the number of dimensions of a represen-
tational space (e.g., a “face space”) may be given by the

number of criteria that are placed on inputs to determine
whether something counts as a face. On this account, each
individual criterion for some aspect of faceness defines a
dimension of face space. Since criteria may look noth-
ing like our concepts of what counts as a face, it is an
empirical question what the dimensions of face space are.
For example, there may exist neurons that are tuned to
the ratio of the distance between the nose and lips ver-
sus the distance between the eyes. If so, that relationship
would constitute a dimension of face space. In this sense,
criterial encoding entails that at least some representa-
tional spaces have a quasivectorial organization, in which
multidimensional vectors are specified by the degree to
which various criteria are met, triggering the firing of neu-
rons that impose those criteria on inputs (cf. Hsieh & Tse,
2009; Leopold, Bondar, & Giese, 2006; Leopold, O’Toole,
Vetter, & Blanz, 2001; Loffler, Yourganov, Wilkinson, &
Wilson, 2005; Rhodes, Michie, Hughes, & Byatt, 2009;
Rhodes, Watson, Jeffrey, & Clifford, 2010; Rhodes et al.,
2011). Norm-based and vector-based models offer a good,
but rough, first approximation of certain types of mental
representation.

Norm-based encoding expresses several fundamental
traits of human cognition. Similarity and categorization
fall out of such an architecture, as, for example, count-
less fonts and sizes of the letter A will all meet the
criteria that define “A-ness” in terms of the configuration
of lower level features such as T-junctions, L-junctions,
lines, and terminators. Two things will be similar to the
extent that they meet the same criteria, and they will lie
in different categories when there is not a spectrum of
criterial satisfaction but a clear boundary. Thus, criteria
underlie both the formation of categories and a distance
metric among categories of things that meet criteria. This
permits the emergence of representational spaces based
on a multidimensional similarity/difference metric. Norm-
based encoding also affords the possibility of generaliza-
tion, such that all things that obey certain criteria are
tokens of a general class, even if they are very differ-
ent at the level of defining sensory features. Prototyping
also emerges as that which best meets particular criteria.
Criteria can also be assessed in parallel at multiple levels
within a criterial hierarchy, permitting constraint satisfac-
tion across the hierarchy and a path to recognition exploit-
ing many parallel avenues of matching input to memory
(e.g. simultaneously on the basis of various featural, con-
figural, and contextual cues). In particular, partial inputs
can nonetheless lead to criterial satisfaction, thus explain-
ing the brain’s ability to complete degraded, partial, or
occluded patterns. Norm-based encoding can even account
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for the fact that objects or meanings “prime” or potentiate
other objects or meanings, as bank primes money . For
example, imagine a neuron that fires if and only if the
word soldier is spoken or read. Depending on how this
neuron is connected to other neurons in a semantic asso-
ciative network of neurons, the tendency of neurons to fire
that were tuned to tank, gun, platoon, peace, and so forth
could become more or less likely.

The advantage of having chains of successive, discrete
criterial detectors is that different criteria can be set at dif-
ferent stages of neural processing, allowing for ever more
complex criteria to be set. For example, photoreceptors
initially detect light at points. Then center-surround recep-
tive fields of ganglion and LGN cells detect small regions
of light, particularly near borders. In V1, one finds cells
with novel tuning properties: Simple cells detect oriented
edges and bars at a location, complex cells detect mov-
ing edges and bars within a region, and hypercomplex
cells detect edges and bars of certain lengths (Hubel &
Wiesel, 1959, 1968). This, in turn, allows curvature detec-
tors, closed region detectors, and perhaps even eye and
mouth detectors in anterior occipital regions, and hand and
face detectors (Perrett et al., 1982; Rolls, 1984; Yamane,
Kaji, & Kawano, 1988) in the fusiform gyrus and other
regions sensitive to configurations of features. This cas-
cade may lead to neuronal populations sensitive to many
other kinds of complex forms in AIT (Logothetis & Shein-
berg, 1996; Gross, 2000). Initially it was thought that such
a hierarchy would culminate in a stage of “grandmother
cells” (Barlow, 1972; Gross, 2002). Very high level crite-
ria decoders do indeed exist in the hippocampus and AIT
(Connor, 2005; Gross, 2000; Kreiman, Fried, & Koch,
2002; Kreiman, Koch, & Fried, 2000, Quiroga, Reddy,
Kreiman, Koch, & Fried, 2005; Quiroga, Kreiman, Koch,
& Fried, 2008). However, because they remain criterial,
a wide range of inputs will satisfy them, including things
that are not your grandmother. For example, anything that
satisfies the holistic criteria of what counts as a face (e.g.
two dark eyelike blobs and a mouthlike blob within a
round closed region) might trigger some face detectors
(Freiwald, Tsao, & Livingstone, 2009; Jagadeesh, 2009).
This might be why we sometimes find that we unwillingly
see a face in a house’s facade, or the front end of a car
and why we can other times will ourselves to see a face
in objects that are not faces.

The pandemonium model (Selfridge, 1959) is an
instance of a hierarchical architecture of neuron-like units
responding criterially to ever more complex features.
It was proposed before Hubel and Wiesel discovered
very similar detectors in area V1 of visual cortex. A

more recent model that proposes higher level criterial
detectors that pool over inputs from progressively more
complex lower level detectors is described in the HMAX
model of Riesenhuber and Poggio (1999, 2000, 2002),
which is quite explicitly built on known neural structures.
Whereas the pandemonium model involves linear pooling
of responses from one stage in the hierarchy of feature
detection to the next, HMAX involves nonlinear pooling,
but the general strategy is similar. Another model sug-
gests that object shape is coded criterially by neurons that
respond to equivalence classes of basic shape attributes
such as “convex in the lower left” (Yamane, Carlson,
Bowman, Wang, & Connor, 2008). On this account, the
population response to a complex input shape would be
reflected in the responses of a “basis set” of neuronal
responses to particular configural attributes.

Part-Based Structural Theories

Object recognition requires that some type of object rep-
resentation is derived from the image and then matched to
a corresponding type of object representation in memory
according to a classification or matching rule or decision
process. Structural description theories purport to describe
both how objects are represented perceptually and in
memory. Various versions were developed by computer
scientists and computationally oriented psychologists,
including Binford (1971), Biederman (1987), Marr (1982;
Marr & Nishihara, 1978), and Palmer (1975b). Of the
specific theories that have been advanced within this
general framework, we will describe only one in detail:
Biederman’s (1987) recognition by components theory ,
sometimes called geon theory. It is not radically different
from several others, but it is easier to describe and has
been developed with more attention to the results of
experimental evidence. We present it as representative of
this class of models rather than as the “correct” or even the
“best” one.

Recognition by components (RBC) theory is Bieder-
man’s (1987) attempt to formulate a single, psycholog-
ically motivated theory of how people recognize and
classify objects. It is based on the idea that objects can be
specified as spatial arrangements of a small set of volu-
metric primitives, which Biederman called geons . Object
categorization then occurs by matching a geon-based
structural description of the target object with correspond-
ing geon-based structural descriptions of object categories.
It was later implemented as a neural network (Hummel
and Biederman, 1992), but we consider it here at the more
abstract algorithmic level of Biederman’s (1987) original
formulation.
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Geons. The first important assumption of RBC theory
is that both the stored representations of categories and the
representation of a currently attended object are volumet-
ric structural descriptions. RBC representations are func-
tional hierarchies whose nodes correspond to a discrete
set of three-dimensional volumes (geons) and whose links
to other nodes correspond to relations among these geons.
Geons are generalized cylinders that have been partitioned
into discrete classes by dividing their inherently continu-
ous parameters (see later) into a few discrete ranges that
are easy to distinguish from most vantage points. From the
relatively small set of 108 distinct geons, a huge number
of object representations can be constructed by putting two
or more geons together, much as an enormous number of
words can be constructed from a relatively small number
of letters. A few representative geons are illustrated in
Figure 7.9 along with some common objects constructed
by putting several geons together to form recognizable
objects.

Biederman defined the set of 108 geons by making dis-
crete distinctions in the following variable dimensions of
generalized cylinders: cross-sectional curvature (straight
versus curved), symmetry (asymmetrical versus reflec-
tional symmetry alone versus both reflectional and rota-
tional symmetry), axis curvature (straight versus curved),
cross-sectional size variation (constant versus expanding
and contracting versus expanding only), and aspect ratio
of the sweeping axis relative to the largest dimension
of the cross-sectional area (approximately equal versus
axis greater versus cross-section greater). The rationale
for these particular distinctions is that, except for aspect
ratio, they are qualitative, rather than merely quantita-
tive, differences that result in qualitatively different retinal
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Figure 7.9 Examples of geons and their presence in objects
(see text). [From Biederman, 1987]

projections. The image features that characterize different
geons are, therefore, relatively (but not completely) insen-
sitive to changes in viewpoint.

Because complex objects are conceived in RBC theory
as configurations of two or more geons in particular spatial
arrangements, they are encoded as structural descriptions
that specify both geons and their spatial relations. It is,
therefore, possible to construct different object types by
arranging the same geons in different spatial relations,
such as the cup and pail (Figure 7.9). RBC uses 108
qualitatively different geon relations. Some of them
concern how geons are attached (e.g., side-connected and
top-connected) whereas others concern their relational
properties, such as relative size (e.g., larger-than and
smaller-than). With 108 geon relations and 108 geons, it is
logically possible to construct more than a million different
two-geon objects. Adding a third geon pushes the number
of combinations into the billions. Clearly, geons are capa-
ble of generating a rich vocabulary of different complex
shapes. Whether it is sufficient to capture the power and
versatility of visual categorization is a question to which
we will return later.

Once the shape of an object has been represented via its
component geons and their spatial relations, the problem
of object categorization within RBC theory reduces to the
process of matching the structural description of an incom-
ing object with the set of structural descriptions for known
entry-level categories. RBC theory proposes that this pro-
cess takes place in several stages, the details of which are
complex and will not be described here. (The interested
reader should consult Biederman’s papers.) In the original
formulation the overall flow of information was depicted in
the flowchart of Figure 7.10. (a) An edge-extraction pro-
cess initially produces a line drawing of the edges present
in the visual scene. (b) The image-based properties needed
to identify geons are extracted from the edge informa-
tion by detection of nonaccidental properties . The crucial
features are the nature of the edges (e.g., curved versus
straight), the nature of the vertices (e.g., Y-vertices, K-
vertices, L-vertices), parallelism (parallel versus nonpar-
allel), and symmetry (symmetric versus asymmetric). The
goal of this process is to provide the feature-based infor-
mation required to identify the different kinds of geons (see
stage d). (c) At the same time as these features are being
extracted, the system attempts to parse objects at regions
of deep concavity , as suggested by Hoffman and Richards
(1984; Hoffman & Singh, 1997). The goal of this parsing
process is to divide the object into component geons with-
out having to match them explicitly on the basis of edge
and vertex features. (d) The combined results of feature
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Figure 7.10 Processing stages in RBC theory (see text). [From
Biederman, 1987]

detection (b) and object parsing (c) are used to activate
the appropriate geons and spatial relations among them.
(e) Once the geon description of the input object is con-
structed, it automatically causes the activation of similar
geon descriptions stored in memory . This matching pro-
cess is accomplished by activation spreading through a net-
work from geon-nodes and relation-nodes present in the
representation of the target object to similar geon-nodes
and relation-nodes in the category representations. This
comparison is a fully parallel process, matching the geon
description of the input object against all category repre-
sentations at once and using all geons and relations at once.
(f) Finally, object recognition or recognition occurs when
the target object is classified as an instance of the entry-
level category that is most strongly activated by the com-
parison process, provided it exceeds some threshold value.

Although the general flow of information within RBC
theory is generally bottom-up, it also allows for top-down
processing. If sensory information is weak—for example,
noisy, brief, or otherwise degraded images—top-down
effects are likely to occur. There are two points in
RBC at which they are most likely to happen: feedback
from geons to geon features and feedback from category
representations to geons. Contextual effects could also
occur through feedback from prior or concurrent object

recognition to the nodes of related sets of objects, although
this level of processing was not actually represented in
Biederman’s (1987) original model.

A central idea of part-based structural accounts of
object recognition is that perceptual organization is cen-
trally aimed at structuring the perceived world into part-
whole hierarchies. It is undeniable that human bodies have
heads, arms, legs, and a torso; tables have a flat top
surface and legs; an airplane has a fuselage, two main
wings, and several smaller tail fins. One important ques-
tion is whether these parts play a significant mediating
role in object recognition or recognition, as many theorists
have claimed (e.g., Biederman, 1987; Marr, 1982; Neisser,
1967). The most revealing studies on this issue were per-
formed by Biederman and Cooper (1991) using a priming
paradigm. They showed that identification of degraded
line drawings in the second (test) block of trials was facil-
itated when subjects had seen the same parts of the same
objects in the initial (priming) block, but not when they
had seen different parts of the same object in the priming
block. This result implies that the process of identify-
ing or recognizing objects is mediated by perceiving their
parts and spatial interrelations because, otherwise, it is
not clear why priming occurs only when the same parts
were seen again.

The drawings Biederman and Cooper (1991) used were
degraded by deleting half the contours in each stimulus.
In the first experiment, subjects were shown a priming
series of contour-deleted drawings and then a test series in
which they saw either the identical drawing (Figure 7.11a),
its line complement (Figure 7.11b), or a different object
from the same category (Figure 7.11c). The results showed
that the line-complement drawings produced just as much
priming (170 ms) as the identical drawings (168 ms), and
much more than the same-name drawings (93 ms). Bieder-
man and Cooper (1991) argued that the stronger priming
in the first two conditions was due to the fact that the same
parts were perceived in both the identical and the line-
complement drawings.

To be sure that this pattern was not due merely to the
fact that the same object was depicted in the same pose in
both of these conditions, they performed a second experi-
ment in which half of the parts were deleted in the initial
priming block (Figures 7.12a–c). Then, in the test block,
they found that priming by the part-complement draw-
ings was much less (108 ms) than priming by the iden-
tical drawings (190 ms). In fact, part-complement priming
was no different from that in the same-name control con-
dition (110 ms). Thus, the important feature for obtaining
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Three of the object classes used in experiments on complementary feature priming. Left and middle columns: Examples of contour-deleted 
complementary images. From each component for each image, alternate vertices and edges have been removed so that each component had 50% 
of the contour of the original. When superimposed, the members of a complementary pair would make an intact figure with no overlap in 
contour. Assuming that the image in the left column was originally shown on the first (priming) block, the figure in the middle column would be 
an instance of complementary priming and the right figure would be a different exemplar (same name) control. [From Palmer, 1999]

Figure 7.11 A line-complement priming experiment (see text)

significantly more priming than for mere response repe-
tition is that the same parts must be visible in the prim-
ing and test blocks. This result supports the inference that
object recognition is mediated by part perception.
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Figure 7.12 A part-complement priming experiment (see text).
[From Palmer, 1999]

Viewpoint Effects

One of the seemingly obvious facts about identifying
three-dimensional objects is that people can do it from
almost any viewpoint. The living room chair, for example,
seems to be easily perceived as such regardless of whether
one is looking at it from the front, side, back, top, or any
combination of these views. Thus, one of the important
phenomena that must be explained by any theory of object
classification is how this is possible.

However, given the fact that people can categorize
objects from various perspective views, it is all too easy to
jump to the conclusion that object categorization is invari-
ant over perspective views. Closer study indicates that
this is not true. Palmer, Rosch, & Chase (1981) systemat-
ically investigated and documented perspective effects in
object recognition. They began by having subjects view
many pictures of the same object and make subjective
ratings of how much each one looked like the objects
they depicted using a scale from 1 (very like) to 7 (very
unlike). Other subjects were then asked to name the entry-
level categories of these pictures, as quickly as possible,
for five perspectives ranging from the best to the worst,
based on the ratings made by other participants. Pictures
rated as the best (i.e. the “canonical”) perspective were
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named fastest, and naming latencies gradually increased
as the “goodness” of the views declined, with the “worst”
(i.e. noncanonical) ones being named much more slowly
than the “best” ones.

It seems possible that such perspective effects could
be explained by familiarity: perhaps canonical views are
simply the most frequently seen views. More recent stud-
ies have examined perspective effects using identification
of novel objects to control for frequency effects. For
example, Edelman and Bülthoff (1992) found canonical
view effects in recognition time for novel bent-paper-
clip objects that were initially presented to subjects in
a sequence of static views that produced apparent rotation
of the object in depth (Figure 7.13). Because each single
view was presented exactly once in this motion sequence,
familiarity effects should be eliminated. Even so, recog-
nition performance varied significantly over viewpoints,
consistent with the perspective effects reported by Palmer
et al. (1981).

Further studies have shown that familiarity does mat-
ter, however. When only a small subset of views were
displayed in the initial training sequence, later recognition
performance was best for the views seen during the train-
ing sequence and decreased with angular distance from
these training views (Bülthoff & Edelman, 1992; Edelman

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Stimuli used in an experiment on object recognition from different 
viewpoints. Representative "best" and "worst" views for one of the 
test objects. (a) View with shortest response time (711 msec). (b) 
View with longest response time (1,405 msec). (c) View with 
lowest error rate (0%). (d) View with highest error rate (27%). 
[From Bülthoff and Edelman, 1992]

Figure 7.13Q8

& Bülthoff, 1992). These results suggest that subjects may
be storing specific two-dimensional views of the objects
and matching novel views to them via processes that dete-
riorate with increasing disparity between the novel and
stored views.

Further experiments demonstrated that when multiple
views of the same objects were used in the training ses-
sion, recognition performance improved, but the improve-
ment depended on the relation of the test views to the
training views (Bülthoff & Edelman, 1992). In particular,
if the novel test views were related to the training views
by rotation about the same axis through which the train-
ing views were related to each other, recognition was sig-
nificantly better than for novel views that were rotations
about an orthogonal axis. This suggests that people may
be interpolating between and extrapolating beyond specific
two-dimensional views in recognizing three-dimensional
objects. This possibility will be important when view-
based theories of object categorization are described below
(e.g., Poggio & Edelman, 1990; Ullman, 1996; Ullman &
Basri, 1991).

A different method of study, known as the “priming
paradigm,” has produced interesting, but somewhat
contradictory, results about perspective views. The basic
idea behind this experimental design is that categorizing
a particular picture of an object will be faster and more
accurate if the same picture is presented a second time,
because the processes that accomplish it initially are in a
state of heightened readiness for the second presentation
(Bartram, 1974). The priming effect is defined as the
difference between the naming latencies in the first block
of trials and those in the second block of repeated pictures.
What makes priming experiments informative about object
categorization is that the “repetitions” in the second block
of trials can differ from the initial presentation in different
ways. For example, repetitions can be of the same object,
but with changes in its position within the visual field
(e.g., left versus right visual hemifield), its retinal size
(large versus small), its mirror-image reflection (as pre-
sented initially or left-right reversed), or the perspective
from which the object is viewed.

The results of such studies show that the magnitude
of the object priming effect does not diminish when the
second presentation shows the same object in a different
position or reflection (Biederman & Cooper, 1991) or even
at a different size (Biederman & Cooper, 1992). Showing
the same object from a different perspective, however, has
been found to reduce the amount of priming (Bartram,
1974). This perspective effect is thus consistent with the
naming latency results reported by Palmer et al. (1981)
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and the recognition results by Edelman and Bülthoff
(1992) and Bülthoff and Edelman (1992). Later studies
on priming with different perspective views of the same
object by Biederman and Gerhardstein (1993), however,
failed to show any significant decrease in priming effects
due to depth rotations.

To explain this apparent contradiction, Biederman and
Gerhardstein (1993) went on to show that priming effects
did not diminish when the same parts were visible in the
different perspective conditions. This same-part visibility
condition is not necessarily met by the views used in the
other studies, which often include examples in which dif-
ferent parts were visible from different perspectives. Vis-
ibility of the same versus different parts may thus explain
why perspective effects have been found in some experi-
ments but not in others. The results of these experiments
on perspective effects, therefore, suggest care in distin-
guishing two different kinds of changes in perspective:
those that do not change the set of visible parts and those
that do.

Orientation Effects

Object recognition also varies with changes in an object’s
orientation when it is rotated about the observer’s line
of sight rather than in depth. These orientation effects
cannot be explained by differences in the visibility of
parts, however, because the same parts are visible in all
cases. Jolicoeur (1985) has shown that subjects are faster
at categorizing pictures of objects in their normal, upright
orientation than when they are when misoriented in the
picture plane. Naming latencies increase almost linearly
with angular deviation from their upright orientation, as
though subjects were mentally rotating the objects to
upright before recognizing it and making their response.

Interestingly, orientation effects diminish considerably
with extended practice. Tarr and Pinker (1989) studied this
effect using novel objects so that the particular orienta-
tions at which subjects saw the objects could be precisely
controlled. When subjects received extensive practice with
the objects at several orientations, rather than just one,
naming latencies were fast at all the learned orientations.
Moreover, response times at novel orientations increased
with distance from the nearest familiar orientation. Tarr
and Pinker, therefore, suggested that people may actually
store multiple representations of the same object at differ-
ent orientations rather than a single representation that is
orientation invariant. This possibility will become particu-
larly important now that view-specific theories of catego-
rization will be considered.

View-Specific Theories

There is a large body of empirical evidence that shows
that object recognition is at least partially view depen-
dent, in contrast to the predictions of structural theories
such as geon theory. Researchers who emphasize this evi-
dence argue that objects are represented and stored as a
series of views. However, what comprises a view is not
clear. At one extreme, a view might just be a two dimen-
sional image. Such theories have difficulty accounting for
the various constancies (i.e., indifferences to image trans-
formations) expressed by the visual system. For example,
an object defined by contours alone, motion alone, or tex-
ture alone will tend to look like it has the same shape
across these cues. Moreover an object viewed from var-
ious distances and under various lighting conditions will
generally appear to have the same shape, although par-
ticular images will be very different from each other. A
more moderate stance is that a view is a collection of fea-
tures. Such features, even if they do not explicitly represent
three-dimensional shape or depth information, may implic-
itly capture three-dimensional information, because view-
point invariant recognition could emerge if all views of
an object are matched to the same node in a distributed
neural network. If network models can be built that match
correctly, it may become difficult to experimentally dis-
tinguish whether the visual system constructs explicit rep-
resentations of three-dimensional shape or whether it only
acts as if it did. At the other extreme, a view might include
an explicit representation of three-dimensional shape. Tarr
and Kriegman (2000), for example, suggest that a view Q9

is a span of viewpoints over which the qualitative shape
description, in terms of occluding contour relationships,
does not change. This converges to a certain extent with
a revised version of geon theory (Biederman & Gerhard-
stein, 1995; Hummel & Biederman, 1992), according to
which recognition will be view invariant only over a set
of views for which a given collection of geons is visible.
Three-dimensional structures (such as holes, protrusions,
parts, corners, valleys, indentations, etc.) and the particu-
lar spatial relationships that hold among them (e.g., hole
below pinnacle above bulge) which can be discerned from
a given viewpoint are intrinsic to the object and can under-
lie a viewpoint-invariant representation of shape because
these same structures will be visible from many other
viewpoints. Even if a geon description per se is not uti-
lized by the visual system for recognition, it is likely that
some other structural description is employed. In general,
the visual system attempts to recover the intrinsic proper-
ties of objects (e.g., surface reflectance, material substance,
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three-dimensional shape) because these are more or less
constant, whereas extrinsic properties (e.g., lighting, shad-
ing, shadows, distance, orientation) are constantly chang-
ing. Both intrinsic and extrinsic information can be derived
from the image, and probably both types are stored and
utilized for various tasks, including recognition.

In many ways, the starting point for view-specific
theories of object recognition is the existence of the
perspective effects described previously. The fact that
recognition and categorization performance is not actually
invariant over different views (e.g., Palmer et al., 1981)
raises the possibility that objects might be identified
by matching two-dimensional input views directly to
some kind of view-specific category representation. It
cannot be done with a single, specific view (such as one
canonical perspective) because there is simply not enough
information in any single view to identify other views. A
more realistic possibility is that there might be multiple
two-dimensional representations from several different
viewpoints that can be employed in recognizing objects.
These multiple views are likely to be those perspectives
from which the object has been seen most often in past
experience. Evidence supporting this possibility has come
from a series of experiments that studied the identification
of two-dimensional figures at different orientations in
the frontal plane (Tarr & Pinker, 1989) and of three-
dimensional figures at different perspectives (Bülthoff &
Edelman, 1992; Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992).

There are several theories of object recognition thatQ10

incorporate some degree of view specificity. One is Koen-
derink and Van Doorn’s (1979) aspect- graph theory,
which is a well-defined elaboration of Minsky’s (1975)Q11

frame theory of object perception. An aspect graph is
a network of representations containing all topologically
distinct two-dimensional views (or aspects) of the same
object. Its major problem is that it cannot distinguish
among different objects that have the same edge topol-
ogy. All tetrahedrons are equivalent within aspect-graph
theory, for example, despite the existence of large met-
ric differences that are easily distinguished perceptually.
This means that there is more information available to
the visual system than is captured by edge topology, a
conclusion that led to later theories in which projective
geometry plays an important role in matching input views
to object representations.

One approach was to match incoming two-dimensional
images to internal three-dimensional models by an align-
ment process (e.g., Huttenlocher & Ullman, 1987;
Lowe, 1985; Ullman, 1989). Another was to match in-
coming two-dimensional images directly against stored

two-dimensional views, much as template theories advo-
cate (e.g., Poggio & Edelman, 1990; Ullman, 1996;
Ullman & Basri, 1991). The latter, exclusively two-
dimensional, approach has the same problem that plagues
template theories of recognition: An indefinitely large
number of views would have to be stored. However,
modern theorists have discovered computational methods
for deriving many two-dimensional views from just a few
stored ones, thus suggesting that template-like theories
may be more viable than had originally been supposed.

Ullman and Basri (1991) demonstrated the viability of
deriving novel two-dimensional views from a small set
of other two-dimensional views, at least under certain
restricted conditions, by proving that all possible views
of an object can be reconstructed as a linear combination
from just three suitably chosen orthographic projections
of the same three-dimensional object. Figure 7.14 shows
some rather striking examples based on this method. Two
actual two-dimensional views of a human face (mod-
els M1 and M2) have been combined to produce other
two-dimensional views of the same face. One is an inter-
mediate view that has been interpolated between the two
models (linear combination LC2), and the other two views
have been extrapolated beyond them (linear combinations
LC1 and LC3). Notice the close resemblance between the
interpolated view (LC2) and the actual view from the cor-
responding viewpoint (novel view N).

This surprising result only holds under restricted condi-
tions, however, some of which are ecologically unrealistic.
Three key assumptions of Ullman and Basri’s (1991) anal-
ysis are that (1) all points belonging to the object must be
visible in each view, (2) the correct correspondence of all
points between each pair of views must be known, and
(3) the views must differ only by rigid transformations
and/or uniform size scaling (dilations). The first assump-
tion requires that none of the points on the object be
occluded in any of the three views. This condition holds
approximately true for wire objects, which are almost
fully visible from any viewpoint, but it is violated by
virtually all other three-dimensional objects due to occlu-
sion. The linear combinations of the faces in Figure 7.14,
for example, actually generate the image of a “mask” of
the facial surface itself rather than of the whole head.
The difference can be seen by looking carefully at the
edges of the face where the head ends rather abruptly
and unnaturally. The linear combination method would
not be able to derive a profile view of the same head,
because the back of the head is not present in either of
the model views (M1 and M2) used to extrapolate other
views.
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M1 M2

LC1 LC2 LC3

N

Figure 7.14 Novel views obtained by combination of gray-scale images (see text). [From Ullman, 1996]

The second assumption requires that the correspon-
dence between points in stored two-dimensional views
be known before the views can be combined. Although
solving the correspondence problems is a nontrivial com-
putation for complex objects, it can be derived “off-line”
rather than during the process of recognizing an object.
The third assumption means that the view combination
process will fail to produce an accurate combination if
the different two-dimensional views include plastic defor-
mations of the object. If one view is of a person standing
and the other of the same person sitting, for instance,
their linear combination will not necessarily correspond to
any possible view of the person. This restriction thus, can
cause problems for bodies and faces of animate creatures
as well as inanimate objects made of pliant materials (e.g.,
clothing) or having a jointed structure (e.g., scissors).
Computational theorists are currently exploring ways of
solving these problems (see Ullman, 1996, for a wide-
ranging discussion of such issues), but they are important
limitations of the linear combinations approach.

The results obtained by Ullman and Basri (1991) prove
that two-dimensional views can be combined to pro-
duce new views under the stated conditions, but it does
not specify how these views can be used to recognize
the object from an input image. Further techniques are
required to find a best-fitting match between the input
view and the linear combinations of the model views as
part of the object recognition process. One approach is to
use a small number of features to find the best combination

of the model views. Other methods are also possible, but
are too technical to be described here. (The interested
reader can consult Ullman’s, 1996, book for details.)

Despite the elegance of some of the results that have
been obtained by theorists working within the view-
specific framework, such theories face serious problems
as a general explanation of visual object recognition:
(a) They do not account well for people’s perceptions of
three-dimensional structure in objects. Just from looking
at an object, even from a single perspective, people gen-
erally know a good deal about its three-dimensional struc-
ture, including how to shape their hands to grasp it and
what it would feel like if they were to explore it manually.
It is not clear how this can occur if all they have access
to is a structured set of two-dimensional views. (b) Most
complex objects have a fairly clear perceived hierarchi-
cal structure in terms of parts and subparts. The view-
specific representations considered earlier do not contain
any explicit representation of such hierarchical structure
because they consist of sets of unarticulated points or low-
level features, such as edges and vertices. It is not clear,
then, how such theories could explain Biederman and
Cooper’s (1991) priming experiments on the difference
between line and part deletion conditions. Ullman (1996)
has suggested that parts as well as whole objects may be
represented separately in memory. This proposal serves as
a reminder that part-based recognition schemes, like RBC,
and view-based schemes are not mutually exclusive, but
can be combined into various hybrid approaches (e.g.,
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Hummel & Stankiewicz, 1996). (c) Finally, it is not clear
how the theory could be extended to handle object recog-
nition for entry-level categories. The situations to which
view-specific theories have been successfully applied thus
far are limited to identical objects that vary only in view-
point, such as recognizing different views of the same
face. The huge variation among different exemplars of
chairs, dogs, and houses poses a serious problem for view
specific theories.

We have already discussed neurophysiological evi-
dence for a structural encoding of object features and
configurations that would appear to be viewpoint invariant
as long as object-defining features are visible. There is,
however, additional neurophysiological evidence that
supports a view-based or image-based encoding of
objects. In particular, inferotemporal neurons respond in a
view-dependent manner. Following Bülthoff and Edelman
(1992), Logothetis, Pauls, Bülthoff, and Poggio (1994)
found that monkeys recognized objects better when
presented from a familiar viewpoint than an unfamiliar
one. Corresponding IT neurons were viewpoint dependent
(Logothetis, Pauls, & Poggio, 1995). They suggested that
a view-invariant representation might derive from the
responses of multiple view-dependent neurons.

One possible resolution would be that both part-based
and view-based processes may be used, but for different
kinds of tasks (e.g., Farah, 1992; Tarr & Bülthoff, 1995).
View-specific representations seem well suited to recog-
nizing the very same object from different perspective
views because, in that situation, there is no variation in the
structure of the object; all the differences among images
can be explained by the variation in viewpoint. Recogniz-
ing specific objects is difficult for structural description

theories because their representations are seldom spe-
cific enough to discriminate between different exemplars.
In contrast, structural description theories, such as RBC,
seem well suited to entry-level categorization because they
have more abstract representations that are better able to
encompass shape variations among different exemplars of
the same category. This is exactly where view-specific
theories have difficulty.

Contextual Effects

All the phenomena of object recognition considered thus
far concern the nature of the target object itself: how typi-
cal it is of its category; the perspective from which it is
viewed; its size, position, orientation, and visible parts.
However, identification can also be influenced by con-
textual factors: the spatial array of objects that surround
the target object. One well-known contextual effect can
be demonstrated by the phrase , which every-
one initially perceives as THE CAT. This seems entirely
unproblematic—until one realizes that the central letters
of both words are actually identical and ambiguous, mid-
way between an H and an A. It is, therefore, possible that
the letter strings could be perceived as TAE CHT, TAE
CAT, or THE CHT, but this almost never happens.

There have been several well-controlled experiments
documenting that appropriate context facilitates identifica-
tion, whereas inappropriate context hinders it. In one such
study, Palmer (1975a) presented subjects with line draw-
ings of common objects to be identified, which were pre-
ceded by either a brief presentation of a contextual scene
(Figure 7.15) or a blank screen. The relation between the
contextual scene and the target object was manipulated.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.15 Stimuli from an experiment on contextual effects on object recognition (see text). [From Palmer, 1975a]
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In the case of the kitchen counter scene, for example, the
subsequently presented object could be either appropriate
to the scene (a loaf of bread), inappropriate (a bass drum),
or misleading in the sense that the target object was visu-
ally similar to the appropriate object (a mailbox). For the
no-context control condition, the objects were presented
following a blank field instead of a contextual scene. By
presenting the objects and scenes in different combina-
tions, all objects were equally represented in all four con-
textual conditions. The results of this experiment showed
that appropriate contexts facilitated correct categorization
relative to the no-context control condition, and that inap-
propriate contexts inhibited it. Performance was worst of
all in the misleading context condition, in which subjects
were likely to name the visually similar object appropriate
to the scene. These differences demonstrate that recogni-
tion accuracy can be substantially affected by the nature
of the surrounding objects in a simple identification task.

Biederman (1972; Biederman, Glass, & Stacy, 1973)
used a different method to study context effects. He had
subjects search for the presence of a given target object in
a scene and measured how much time it took them to find
the named target. In the first study, he manipulated context
by presenting either a normal photograph or a randomly
rearranged version. Subjects took substantially longer to
find the target object in the rearranged pictures than in the
normal ones.

These contextual effects indicate that relations among
objects in a scene are complex and important factors
for normal visual identification. Obviously, people can
identify objects correctly even in bizarre contexts. A fire
hydrant on top of a mailbox may take longer to identify—
and cause a major double-take once it is—but people
manage to recognize it even so. Rather, context appears
to change the efficiency of identification. In each case, the
target object in a “normal” context is processed quickly
and with few errors, whereas one in an “abnormal” con-
text takes longer to process and is more likely to pro-
duce errors. Since “normal” situations are, by definition,
encountered more frequently than abnormal ones, such
contextual effects are generally beneficial to the organism
in its usual environment.

CONCLUSION

It is possible that both view-based and part-based schemes
can be combined to achieve the best of both worlds.
They are not mutually exclusive, and could even be
implemented in parallel (e.g., Hummel & Stankiewicz,

1996). This approach suggests that when the current view
matches one stored in view-based form in memory, recog-
nition will be fast and accurate; when it does not, catego-
rization must rely on the slower, more complex process of
matching against structural descriptions. Which, if any, of
these possible resolutions of the current conflict will turn
out to be most productive is not yet clear. The hope is
that the controversy will generate interesting predictions
that can be tested experimentally, for that is how science
progresses.

In this chapter, we have traversed the visual system
from the level of initial extraction or detection of image
primitives, to the stage where those primitives can be used
as the input to complex algorithms that compute surface
shape and layout. A great deal remains to be discovered
about each level of analysis. We still do not understand
how information is processed by neurons in a deep sense,
and we certainly do not grasp how complex computations,
such as those that presumably underlie gestalt grouping
procedures or the generation of surfaces and volumes, are
realized in the information processing of neuronal circuits.
At a more abstract level of analysis, we do not understand
the nature of the computations that generate veridical
representations of shape within a fraction of a second,
permitting matches to memory (recognition) and motoric
behavior in response to the visual environment. Although
much is already known, much more research needs to
be done before we can say that we have even a basic
understanding of how form is processed and represented
in the nervous system.

Key processing is almost certainly happening at the
level of neuronal circuits. However, we really do not have
a good method for observing whole circuits. This would
require measuring the firings of hundreds if not thousands
of neurons at the same time that are known to be provid-
ing input to one another. Single unit work is the present
gold standard, and it is certainly useful, but its applica-
tion is akin to trying to understand architecture by observ-
ing a brick. Multi-unit techniques are available, but they
do not provide information about whether the neurons
that they are measuring are in direct communication with
one another as part of a common circuit. Such methods
increase data yield, and do allow an analysis of correla-
tions between activity in pairs of neurons, but this is a far
cry from a causal analysis of neuronal activity that a true
circuit level of analysis would allow. Another important
limitation in neuroscience is that although we can mea-
sure tuning properties and receptive fields via single cell
recording quite well, we cannot measure operations very
easily. Indeed, specifying the operations that are carried
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out on input, rather than the detection of characteristics of
input, is crucial in specifying neural information process-
ing, and it is here that important advances are required. A
technological breakthrough is needed that will allow the
simultaneous measurement of hundreds of neurons form-
ing a common circuit, ideally in freely moving animals
and even humans. Until that point is reached, neuroscience
will probably lack a way to answer the deepest questions
about the information processing operations carried out by
neural circuits. Unfortunately, the amount that has yet to
be explained is humbling: We have not yet deciphered the
neural code, we do not yet understand the neural basis of
consciousness, and we do not yet have a clear understand-
ing of how—or even whether—mental events could cause
neuronal events.

The foregoing discussion concerning perceptual orga-
nization, shape formation, and object recognition barely
scratches the surface of what needs to be known to under-
stand the central mystery of vision: How are the responses
of millions of independent retinal receptors processed to
a level at which information is made explicit about the
identities and spatial relations among meaningful objects
in the environment? It is indisputable that people achieve
such knowledge, that it is evolutionarily important for our
survival as individuals and as a species, and that scientists
do not yet understand how it arises. Despite the enormous
amount that has been learned about low-level processing
of visual information, the higher-level problems of organi-
zation and identification remain largely unsolved. It will
take a concerted effort on the part of the entire vision
science community—including psychophysicists, cogni-
tive psychologists, physiologists, neuropsychologists, and
computer scientists—to reach explanatory solutions. Only
then will we begin to understand how the extraordinary
feat of perception and recognition is accomplished by the
visual nervous system.
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Queries in Chapter 7

Q1. Caption for Figure 7.1 is missing. Please provide.

Q2. Caption for Figure 7.2 is missing. Please provide.

Q3. Caption for Figure 7.3 is missing. Please provide.

Q4. References to color in label for Figure 7.3; can these
be changed?

Q5. Caption for Figure 7.5 is missing. Please provide.

Q6. Please add Reference entry for Palmer & Brooks,
2008.

Q7. Please provide reference for Brooks, 2008”.

Q8. Caption for Figure 7.13 is missing. Please provide.

Q9. Please provide reference for Tarr and Kriegman
2000”.

Q10. Please add Minsky, 1975 to References.

Q11. Please provide reference for Minsky’s 1975”.
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